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Matters arising
Viruses and Azhbeimeres disease

Sir: I was interested in the letter from Drs
Mann et al' describing the results of their
search for herpes simples virus antigen in
samples of brain from cases of Alzheimer's
disease and Parkinson's disease. Although
they place more emphasis on the negative
results in 40 cases, I found their positive
result in the biopsy specimen from one case
of Alzheimer's disease of considerable
interest. Disappointingly they do not illus-
trate their positive staining and they do not
state whether prior absorption of antibody
with the virus abolished staining on an
adjacent section.

In the course of a study on the distribu-
tion of herpes simplex virus antigen in

cr

Figure Section ofhippocampus
patient with Alzheimer's disease tn
anti herpes simplex virus serum. '
focus ofthree granule cells in the
fascia which contain antigen in th
cytoplasm (arrow). Counterstaine
haematoxylin x 140.
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hemisphere, possibly at a site related to the
central connections of the olfactory system.
A possible hypothesis consistent with

these observations is that herpes simplex
- virus produces a latent (or at least incom-

plete) infection of the olfactory bulbs, of
more central connections of the olfactory
tracts, or of the granule cells of the dentate
fascia of the hippocampus (where the
unusually close proximity of the neuron
cell bodies may play a role). At this site, in
the majority of those infected no

from a pathological consequences ensue except
reated with that in later life the metabolism of neurons
There is a closely connected with these cells is altered
dentate and neurofibrillary tangles develop. On
te very rare occasions in persons with such an
ed with infection, perhaps triggered by some

unidentified event, whole virus is again
produced and overt infection results with
development of acute encephalitis. Also

... rare-lv in the. nremenile avp. arniin- hilt mare-cases of herpes simplex encephalitis using commn11L.commonlythe immunoperoxidase technique my latent infec
attention was drawn to a particularly heavy tions leadji
involvement of the granule cells of the
dentate fascia of the hippocampus. I there maton not
fore examined this layer of cells in a series a morex
of control cases among which were cases of neocortex,
Alzheimer's disease. Sections were taken ease.
from a block from approximately the mid
point of one hippocampus from 12 patients
with clinical and pathological features of
Alzheimer's disease, and a small focus of
positive staining for herpes simplex virus References
was found, involving three contiguous cells Mann D
within the granule cell layer of the dentate Viruses
fascia (fig). The positive staining was pre- ease.
sent in the cytoplasm and not in the nuclei 1981-;4
of these cells. Staining of an adjacent sec- 2 Esiri MM
tion with antibody preabsorbed with immunc
herpes simplex virus gave negative results, of viral
but this could conceivably have been due to Sci. In ]
absence of the same cells within this sec- Nagington
tion. Other cases of Alzheimer's disease Herpes1976;1and all the other control cases examined 4Sequiera I
gave negative results. This observation, LC, Lo
taken together with other preliminary herpess
observations such as that of Mann et al, the Lancet
report of Nagington et all of a case of 'Fraser N'
herpes simplex encephalitis from which Gilden
herpes simplex virus was only isolated after type 1 E
temporal lobe tissue had been co- Acad Sc
cultivated for 18 days (suggesting the pres-
ence of latent infection), and the finding of
herpes simplex virus genome in brain tissue
from some patients with Alzheimer's dis- Mann et a,
ease,4 multiple sclerosis and normal sub-
jects,5 warrants further investigation. My In respons
own observations on the distribution of (figure)
herpes simplex virus within the brain in immunope
herpes simplex encephalitis suggested that described i
the infection had arisen within one cerebral a 59-year

in the senile age group, the
ction generates metabolic altera-
ing to neurofibrillary tangle for-
only in the hippocampus, but in
widespread distribution in the
giving rise to Alzheimer's dis-
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l reply:

se to Dr Esiri's letter we illustrate
the area of positive

eroxidase reaction product,
in our ealier letter,' in the case of
r-old woman with Alzheimer's
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disease, examined at cerebral biopsy. Stain- The assessment of drug treatment of spas- whether c

ing of herpes simplex virus antigen is local- tic gait motor dis
ised to the cytoplasm of neurons and astro- Sir: The paper by Godwin-Austen and col- dependeni
cytes within a focus of 05 mm diameter. leagues, (J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry resulting f
Prior absorption of antibody with herpes 1981;44:1035-9) raises certain interesting reflex as

simplex virus abolished this staining in an points. motoneur
adjacent section. Subsequently, we have Although all of us are pleased when our including
examined a further five cases of papers are quoted, the citation of our paper motoneur.
Alzheimer's disease at biopsy, and 10 by Corston et al' gives the erroneous spasms,
others at necropsy, without any further impression that we demonstrated treat- ability at
positive regions being observed. ment of spasticity to be accompanied by Positive s

Although incidental findings like ours improvement in gait. In fact, we state quite both pati4
and those described by Dr Esiri are in explicitly in the Abstract, Resultsand Dis- ones and,
themselves fascinating, and indeed may cussion sections that baclofen therapy of disease bl
also be important as regards the function- our 22 patients with spinal cord disease did the tremo

ing of the affected area, they must, how- not alter gait.2 "Despite a considerable attribute

ever, still be viewed in the context of the reduction in resistance to passive stretch of with use

leg muscles, the difficulty with ambulationhyperton,
characterised as 'spastic gait' was unaf- fact, t is

6|t:>jrv I * fected in our patients."2 This suggests that conditionE
ff the so-called "spastic gait" is not merely a patient's

- result of masking normal movement by the abnormal

addition of the "positive symptom" of nal lesion.

hypertonus, but appears to be a more com- e

9* } ¢*plex disturbance in motor control and the term'

probably usually should be considered a of a patl
negative symptom".2 eaguati
Reasons for emphasising this point are as evaluation

follows. Despite the fact that patients, most and

t* * neurologists and even such expert clini-
*71 | e cians as Gowers have assumed that ment use

Figure Section oftemporal cortex from a "increased muscle tone may contribute which dire
59-year-old woman with Alzheimer's significantly to disability"' of gait, there it is hope(
disease showing area ofpositive herpes appears to be no evidence for that assump- fen, in pa

simplex virus immunoperoxidase reaction tion. Corston et al ' with their elegant quan- does red

product. Antigen is localised in the titative techniques for assessing gait were spasms ar
cytoplasm ofneurons and astrocytes unable to document improvement and we muscle tol
(arrowed). Counterstained with with our simpler methods,2 were also sur- that it do

haematoxylin x 125. prised to find that our patients walked as assume, tl
"stiffly" during baclofen therapy (which underlyinl
certainly reduced the number of spasms are indep
and the resistance to passive movement) as spasticity

they did before. Our patients and theirs
remaining area of tissue in these two par- were therefore unable to judge the effect of
ticular patients, and indeed, the same areas stiffness on gait.
in the other 47 patients with Alzheimer's I would quibble with the authors on two
disease which, in both our and Dr Esiri's other points. They state that "spastic
studies, showed no such positivity. hypertonia" is the only component of the

Whilst in no way do we underrate the disability in patients with spinal lesions
value of these kinds of observations in this "which has proved amenable to drug References

complex field of research, their very scar- treatment".' The thrust of our paper2 was ' Corston R

city means that any hypothesis that impli- to demonstrate that "spontaneous" The as

cate such findings in the pathology of the cutaneously induced spasms (flexor and gait.
pathogenesis of this common illness must, sometimes extensor) are more amenable to 1981;4
in the absence of firmer evidence, be therapy with baclofen in such patients than 2 Duncan C

extremely speculative. the "spastic hypertonia". Second, and evalual
DMA MANN, PO YATES, JS DAVIES, J HAWKES more important, is the practical problem symptc

Department of Pathology presented by their assumption that there is lesions

University of Manchester "an abnormal gait due to lower limb spas- 1976;2
Stopford Building ticity" and "the fact that spasticity reduces RG, Y

Oxford Road the range and velocity of movement of Disord
Manchester M13 9PT limbs."' I would suggest that spasticity, Book
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:onsidered more narrowly as "a
;order characterized by velocity-
t increase in tonic stretch reflexes
from disinhibition of the stretch
one component of an upper

.one lesion"3 or more broadly
other signs of upper

one lesions such as flexor
is not the cause of most of the dis-
bout which patients complain.
symptoms are more obvious to
ient and physician than negative
just as patients with Parkinson's
Lame most of their disability on
r, patients with spasticity tend to
much of their reduced facility
of upper or lower limbs to the
is which is so obvious to them. In
,the negative symptoms in both
s which account for most of the
disability. Both spasticity and
gait are symptoms caused by spi-

is but neither causes the other.
te it is no longer beneficial to use
'spasticity" to include all aspects
nt's disability.4 I whole-heartedly
th the authors' statements that
n of drug therapy for spasticity
clude "objective measurement"
"the objective method of assess-
d should measure parameters
ectly relate to the symptoms that
d to improve".' Although baclo-
atients with spinal cord diseases,
iuce spontaneous or induced
nd, to a lesser extent, increased
ne, I am pleased that we all agree
)es not improve gait. One must
therefore, that the abnormalities
g "spastic gait" in these patients
endent of those other aspects of
which baclofen does affect.
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